Sent to: Examining Inspector, the Planning Inspectorate
Copied to:
The Secretary of State for Energy & Climate Change
Welsh Government Assembly Members, Jonathan Edwards and Rhodri Glyn Thomas
Carmarthenshire County Council Officers and Councillors
Natural Resources Wales
BBC Wales
S4C
Welsh Newspapers
4th November 2015

Dear Mr Broderick
Re: Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) for an
Order Granting Development Consent for the Brechfa Forest Connection
Thank you for your outline of the process at the Preliminary Meeting on 6th October 2015.
This letter represents the views of a significant number of land and property owners affected
by the Brechfa Forest Wind-farm overhead connection to the National Grid. We wish to
make it absolutely clear we have never had any objections to the lines being installed
underground but have a continuing and ongoing objection to the line being constructed over
ground.
Many of the landowners affected have safeguarded and respected the environment and
landscape of this beautiful part of the Welsh countryside, West Carmarthenshire, for many
generations, and indeed, will continue to do so for those to come, and. this is our long-term
investment in countryside stewardship.
It is ironic that a green form of energy is being permitted to destroy our exceptionally
beautiful green countryside. An over-ground option does not preserve Wales’ heritage of
wonderful scenery. An alternative option which safeguards our landscape is available - by
putting this connection underground.
The Countryside Council for Wales has partnered the production of the LANDMAP series
of assessments of countryside beauty. Of the 18 sections listed in Western Power
Distribution's report relating to 'LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Areas', 15 sections go
through areas designated "High", and 1 designated as "Outstanding".
This is evidently a beautiful landscape, so it is ironic that the company proposing overground lines is owned and run by people who will never live here and will never see
beautiful unspoilt valleys marred by short-term profit-making, which is what over-ground
lines represent
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We are looking for your help and advice as to how we, as the land and property owners
affected, navigate and effectively input into what is such a complex and specialist process
which falls completely outside of any of our areas of expertise.
We need your assurance that our views and concerns will be considered and appropriately
weighted as we do not have the assistance of a large legal team to support our case. We
ask that the following is considered:


If it is all about the connection, then we as land and property owners have placed no
obstacle in the way to making this unobtrusive and invisible by placing the apparatus
underground. In fact, we have also offered at Public Consultation meetings to dig the
trenches ourselves rather than have ugly, unsightly and intrusive, overhead lines;



We understand that Western Power Distribution is aware of several supporting
motions for undergrounding made by Carmarthenshire County Council and
Carmarthen Town Council which have been disregarded. At its County Council
meeting on 10th July 2013, the following statement was made and unanimously
adopted, ‘The Carmarthenshire County Council finds it totally unacceptable that the
proposed Brechfa Forest Wind Farm National Grid Connection should be made via
an overhead line supported by wooden pylons. As the Council itself has no statutory
power in this matter, we ask the UK Energy Secretary to ensure that the connection
cable is laid underground for its entire length. The concerns raised by the council
were that the decision to not underground the connection was based mainly on cost.’



These elected County Councillors represent the population of Carmarthenshire,
which is just short of 200,000 residents – a significant public interest – in retaining the
beauty of our countryside.



The value of ‘amenity’ to us and to the wider population of Carmarthenshire is our
landscape. We don’t have the benefits of city amenities, but instead our greatest
amenity is the joy from an unspoilt countryside.



We also wish to highlight the overlooked serious economic effect of the loss of direct
farming income from an overhead connection compared to undergrounding, through
the inability to access and use all of our available land. It is our understanding that if
we don’t have ‘useable land’, then our farm incomes will fall at a time when support
from the European Union is also being reduced. Farming communities in
Carmarthenshire are at the lower end of the farm income spectrum and this will
create even more hardship. In addition, the loss of income from farming tourism
resulting from the visual ugliness of overhead lines, which has been documented by
some of the businesses, affected needs to be considered. The only way either of
these could be mitigated is through undergrounding.

 A further option which we respectfully suggest warrants greater examination is that
when the A485 road improvement schemes were carried out, large pipes were buried
under or adjacent to sections of the road and, we are wondering why these could not
be used for undergrounding the connection, a win-win that mitigates some of the cost
and keeps the landscape untouched.
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As part of the route optioneering, it appears that Western Power Distribution (WPD)
has examined the underground option but we can only find a 4 page document, as
opposed to hundreds possibly thousands of pages on the over-grounding option. At
the recent Preliminary Planning Inspectorate Hearing on 6th October 2015, the route
optioneering document was one of three documents that WPD had not completed to
be passed on to any of the statutory agencies involved as part of the documentation
to support Statements of Common Ground.



We found it interesting that these Statements of Common Ground were exchanged
between WPD and statutory agencies, but there appears to be no requirement to do
this with the very people whose land and property these lines cross. This land and
property is not owned, maintained or safeguarded by these statutory bodies, so we
think we are being hugely disenfranchised, and placed at great disadvantage within
the process. We would reasonably and respectfully request that from now on, all
procedures must be made far more equitable and inclusive of land and property
owners, and the wider general public, throughout the remainder of the process. The
current process is exclusionary, and in danger of not running fairly.



Despite our best endeavours as individuals to engage in the process over the past 2
1/2 years, all of our contributions to Western Power’s consultations about our
concerns on the impact of overhead lines have not been demonstrably considered.
At the Preliminary Planning meeting, it was evident that WPD have engaged a
substantial legal team. As a consequence, we are now at the stage where we are left
with no other recourse than to involve, at our own expense, very expensive legal
representation to fight to retain our beautiful landscape for everyone’s ongoing future
enjoyment. The process calls this ‘injurious affection losses’, what it really means is
that landowners who have worked all their lives to transact that careful balance of
livelihood and leaving the countryside beautiful for all to enjoy, now have to incur
significant costs to fight for everyone’s right to this. Before this becomes a David and
Goliath expensive legal battle we would ask the you help us to ascertain the
following:
o What evidence can WPD supply to show categorically why under-grounding is not
an option, other than the cost?
o How has the process been permitted to exclusively focus on an overhead option
with disregard to any other options, in spite of local people’s opposition and that
made by their representatives?
o What detailed alternative options, in line with the Holford Rules, have WPD
considered to protect the environment, landscape and visibility for both underground
and over ground solutions? The proposed route is not the most direct route, and we
can provide photographic examples of the potential visual impact.
o A most concerning recent position is the development consent order / precursor to
compulsory purchases notices which have been attached to road furniture
regarding 122 parcels of land that have "unknown landowners". A sign on a post in
rural Wales is neither reasonable nor appropriate for such a notification. All land is
owned by someone and this should be respected and rights cannot be deprived, so
where is this consideration demonstrated?
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visual ugliness of overhead lines, which has been documented by many businesses
affected, needs to be considered. The only way either of these could be mitigated is
through undergrounding.


On technical ground only, the officers of Carmarthen County Council (CCC) have
not objected to the WPD proposals, whilst the elected members have stated a
position to the contrary – no over ground cables – views which are being wholly
disregarded.
o CCC debate on 10th July 2013 where the following statement was made and
unanimously adopted, ‘The Carmarthenshire County Council finds it totally
unacceptable that the proposed Brechfa Forest Wind Farm National Grid
Connection should be made via an overhead line supported by wooden
pylons. As the Council itself has no statutory power in this matter, we ask the
UK Energy Secretary to ensure that the connection cable is laid underground
for its entire length. The concerns raised by the council were that the decision
to not underground the connection was based mainly on cost.’
o Reiteration of the position was made by elected members of CCC at the
debate on 5th November 2015 that the entire connection should be
underground.
Landowners are still asking how the process been permitted to exclusively focus on
an overhead option with disregard to any other options, in spite of local people’s
significant opposition, objections echoed by their elected representatives both in the
Welsh Assembly and County Council.



The findings of a publication by Copper ICARO supported by Lord Andrew Adonis,
National Infrastructure Commission, entitled, ‘Independent survey of attitudes to
Infrastructure in Great Britain’ (December 2015). This publication has specific
resonance with our case against the proposal by Western Power Distribution for the
Brechfa Forest Connection, which we would like to bring to your attention as follows:
o British people feel that infrastructure happens ‘to them’ not ‘for them’ (pg 3)
has resonance when we reflect on what our elected members – both
Assembly Members and Council Members - have stated earlier on this that
undergrounding is our preferred option.
o When a project is proposed near an individual and it has an impact, not
enough is done by developers to involve individual people when shaping
plans and listening to how these impacts can be mitigated (pg 4) – many
landowners’ representations on the Heads of Terms would substantiate this.
o The entire second paragraph on ‘the balance of power’ on page 12
encapsulates where we find ourselves.
o ‘Demonstrating a strategic approach’ particularly in rural areas, (page 16)
also has resonance when we reflect on what our elected members – both
Assembly members and County Council Members - have stated earlier on
the distinct lack of coordination with what sustains rural economies
economically and socially and the argument progressed by WPD on the
public interest of parties who will not be adversely impacted by the proposal.
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Very much in line with the above points made by this report, we find it
interesting that Statements of Common Ground were exchanged between
WPD and statutory agencies, with no requirement to do this with the very
people whose land and property these lines cross. This land and property is
not owned, maintained or safeguarded by these statutory bodies, so we think
we are being hugely disenfranchised, and placed at great disadvantage
within the process (aka the balance of power).


We concur with comments made by the Examining Authority at recent hearings in
December 2015 that all parties need to make reasonable efforts to overcome the
‘done to them’ not ‘for them’ perspective.
To this end, we would respectfully request that the WPD Heads of Terms are
withdrawn as these unhelpfully are very much constructed along the ‘done to them’
lines, and our many landowners concerns on this are as per the correspondence
submitted to you as part of our Land Agent’s representations (Mr Iwan Jones, BJP)
on our behalf.
Some landowners are now receiving registered correspondence from WPD dated
12th December 2015 on the ownership of parcels of land adjoining their property.
They have been asked to confirm ownership with no information on whether there
are to be even more poles proposed on these parcels of land. Knowing the poor
quality of surveying already undertaken by WPD, the change in pole numbers,
numbering and types, this even later notification is even more cause for concern.



Our open letter dated 4th November 2015 was very much reflective of the concerns
expressed by Grwp Blaengwen’s oral presentation, and their specific points:
o
o
o

o

Excessive tree felling across a much longer route, which could be
completely avoided if the grid connection is reviewed
On over-grounding costs being very misrepresented
The LANDMAP series of assessments of countryside beauty - of the 18
sections listed in Western Power Distribution's report relating to 'LANDMAP
Visual and Sensory Areas', 15 sections go through areas designated "High",
and 1 designated as "Outstanding".
We would agree with all of the points made in their oral representation on
1st December 2015.

 On further reflection of the open and compulsory acquisition hearings, and in
particular the acknowledgment of the poor quality surveys, we ask the Examining
Authority how we could reasonably be expected to agree the Heads of Terms when
within them, there is no acknowledgment of:
o
o
o

Tree felling of mature, parkland oak trees which are hundreds of years old, on
private landholdings, which is an absolute travesty.
The efficacy of verbal offers by WPD to bury existing overhead lines which
again are not reflected in writing in Landowners Heads of Terms
The offer to bury existing lines but not those from the new connection – what is
the cost differential?
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